
DUAL REBATED
COMPOSITE
DOORS
Doors with a modern performance



Our British made doors are manufactured
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to the highest specification, with attention
to detail only available on a hand made door.

Our door designs with glass sealed unit glazing are machined with
CNC automatic routing machines, to ensure that consistency of the
precision glazing tolerances, are maintained throughout the process
of manufacturing our doors.

Our door is manufactured using an exceptionally strong construction
method with Aluminium for added strength and rigidity. PVCu skins
give longevity in service with minimal maintenance.

The door leaf is manufactured with an Aluminium substrate, to enhance
the strong secure construction and increase the security performance
during testing. The dual rebate seals are essential to provide protection
to your home from the elements of our British weather.

All doors are fitted with high security glazing cassettes
that are secured internally to the door.

The door glazing sealed units are fitted internally with
high performance triple glazed sealed units, to enhance
the security and comfort of your home.

High security multipoint locking mechanisms are encased

Our twin seal double rebated doors include pressure rollers
to ensure the contact of the twin seals is maintained to
give a consistent pressure seal on the door outerframe.

in the Aluminium structure and carefully selected for their
security, integrity and also long term reliability for the
homeowner.



15mm
27mm

43mm

11mm

Twin seals

Rebates

Reinforcing

Secure
glazing

Triple glazed
46mm

65mm
Door leaf

Our door construction
is unique.
An exterior/entrance door should have some substance.
You should want that substantial feel that reassures.
Closing our doors secures your world into two
parts, the outside elements and the inside of
your home.

The door is assembled using an exceptionally
strong construction method with Aluminium-
reinforcing, insulation and PVCu to form
a reliable composite door with integrity.

FEATURES
&BENEFITS
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Dual

Threshold options

Part M Ali Threshold 44mm Ali Threshold Std 56mm PVCu Threshold 72mm PVCu Threshold

The door leaf is 65mm in overall
thickness for your secure peace
of mind, with triple glazing of
46mm to ensure your home is
kept warm through our British
winters.

Dual rebates created on our

Door thresholds are
available in various
height dimensions,
with both colour
and material
options.

Our doors are designed to keep your
home warm, safe and secure.

door leaf is to ensure the
draught sealing efficiency
of our door is not
compromised.

RR
2xREBATE



Your front door is as individual as you are
and a statement that creates a lasting
impression on you and your home.

Our range of doors are manufactured
in Britain to outstanding levels of
craftmanship, that ensures our doors
combine the benefits of a modern
material door with the feel and aesthetic
appeal of a traditional timber door.

Our double rebated doors ensure you
have enhanced weather sealed
performance compared to normal single
rebated doors.

Choose from our extensive range of
traditional or contemporary designs
and colours.

Whether you are looking for a new front
door or a selection of doors for your
property, we can design and build our
doors to suit your specific requirements.

WELCOME
TO A NEW
WORLD OF
RESIDENTIAL
DOORS
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CONTEMPORARY
DOORS
Composite doors allow for a totally bespoke
option for doors to be manufactured
to specific requirements to suit your
individual property.

There are many finishes to choose from,
smooth PVCu through to grained effect
foil finishes for the door frame.

An extensive range of door furniture is
available with both colour and design
options to enhance your selected door.

Flint RutlandLondon Perth
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Glass designs will enhance your door
further with georgian, leadlite, bevels
and colour options available for you
to select.



Purbeck Somerset
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Dundee Bute

Cumbria AngusKent
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“At every step from design,
through to installation the

service has been first class.”



Hertford Devon

Antrim York Armagh
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CONTEMPORARY
DOORS



Derby Oxford

Kinross ShropshireWiltshire
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“We would like to thank you for the excellent
service we received throughout the purchase
and installation of our new door.”



Dorset Derry

Stafford Norfolk
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CONTEMPORARY
DOORS

Tyrone
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Shetland

Worcester Warwick
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Kent

CONTEMPORARY
DOORS

Ayrshire



Our Traditional composite door collection
has been purposefully designed to overcome
the problems associated with traditional
timber doors.

Choose from our extensive range of traditional
styles with a choice of colour and decorative
glazing pattern options.

TRADITIONAL
DOORS

Bedfordshire Cambridge

Cumberland SuffolkCleveland
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Hampshire Northampton

Lincoln Berkshire Gloucester
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TRADITIONAL
DOORS



Buckingham

Hereford

WrexhamLeicester
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COLOUR
OPTIONS
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Please Note: Door colours shown in this

Select from our standard range of 15 colour finishes available for the external or internal face.

brochure should be used for guidance only,
as the limitations in photographic and printing
processes will mean that colours of products

Colours are also available to
match a specific requirement

with our colour bonding process.
This will allow for the creation of

colour to RAL and British Standards

may vary from those illustrated.

guide colour codes.

Cream Chartwell Green Green Red

Silver Grey Slate Grey Anthracite Grey Agate Grey

Irish Oak Golden Oak Rosewood

Blue Duck Egg Blue

Black

White

Custom Colours

Standard Colours



Stainless
Effect Handles
(Auto Lock Req.)

Handles

White Black Gold Chrome Satin

Knockers

Letterplates

White Black Gold

Chrome Satin

HARDWARE
OPTIONS

Bull ring Doctors Slim Urn Urn Architectural
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To compliment our doors, our range of hardware
is available in traditional and contemporary designs,
in a comprehensive range of finishes.

Architectural

Architectural



TRADITIONAL DOOR STYLES

Buckingham*

Northampton*

Cambridge* Kent Warwick Shetland

Worcester Ayrshire Cumbria Stirling PurbeckAngus

Leicester* Cumberland* Suffolk* Armagh

Cleveland* Bedfordshire*

Wrexham* Hereford* Berkshire* Gloucester* Lincoln*

Hampshire*

All door designs are viewed from outside

Doors are available with grooved skins as an option.

Please note: Doors marked * are not available with
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grooved skins or colour Duck Egg Blue.



CONTEMPORARY DOOR STYLES

Wiltshire Derby Cheshire Oxford Denby Perth

Norfolk Stafford Derry Hertford DevonDorset

York Sussex Antrim Somerset Tyrone Shropshire

London Orkney Down Rutland Surrey Flint

Dundee Fife Bute Poole Kinross Moray

All door designs are viewed from outside
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Thermaseal Window Systems Ltd.

4 Kingsview Court
Hodgson Way
Wickford
Essex
SS11 8YF
T 01268 561717
F 01268 561777

Showroom
90 High Street
Billericay
Essex
CM12 9BT
T 01277 655511
F 01277 655538


